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Abstract: In this contribution we present an integrated approach to monitoring and assessing the state of open and FAIR data in the Helmholtz Association. The project is part of a multi-method approach by Hub Matter in the Helmholtz Metadata Collaboration (HMC).

In a harvesting-approach, data published by Helmholtz researchers is found starting from literature metadata, harvested from the research centers. Data publications linked to that literature are identified using the SCHOLIX API. In a first approach to automated FAIR assessment, we adopted the F-UJI framework, as developed by the FAIRsFAIR consortium.

The information collected is presented in an interactive dashboard. It allows to explore in which repositories Helmholtz researchers make their data publicly available, to engage Helmholtz communities, and to identify gaps towards improving the FAIRness of Helmholtz data.

The dashboard is publicly available on https://fairdashboard.helmholtz-metadaten.de. The general approach as well as all program code are reusable by all research communities.
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1 Introduction

The Helmholtz Metadata Collaboration (HMC) platform was launched in late 2019 to turn FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)[1] data practices within the Helmholtz Association into reality. By leveraging the visibility and re-usability of data the HMC platform aims to develop and consolidate community-expertise in metadata across Helmholtz.

To develop effective strategies, key information about the state of FAIR data practices is required:
1. Where (in which repositories) and how much is Helmholtz data published?  
2. How can we identify and analyze gaps in the FAIRness of this data?

Answering these questions will help us monitor the data publishing landscape in Helmholtz and to identify action items towards a FAIR data space in Helmholtz.

2 How can we find Helmholtz data? An approach to data-harvesting and automated FAIR assessment

Being interested in finding data publications by Helmholtz researchers, we started by collecting literature metadata from Helmholtz libraries. This is done via the OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)[2]. Data publications are often published together with them, so we can benefit from their well curated and rich metadata. The connection between literature publications and their related data publications is done via the external tool ScholeXplorer[3], which finds related data publications for literature publications by a DOI and offers structured metadata about them. ScholeXplorer allows to quickly identify and gather information about related data publications that may not be immediately apparent through other means. Finally, the toolbox evaluates data publications using F-UJI and provides a FAIR score. F-UJI [4], [5] is a web service that programmatically assesses the FAIRness of research data objects based on metrics developed by the FAIRsFAIR project[6].
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2.1 HMC Toolbox for Data-Harvesting

The implementation of the HMC Toolbox was done in Python3[7] and is based on five independently maintainable modules; named Harvester, Metadata Extractor, Linked Data Finder, FAIR Meter and the Exporter.

1. Harvester: the Harvester module requests a given Helmholtz library API to get information about available literature publications. 
   We implemented harvesters for OAI-PMH APIs via the well known libraries OAI-PMH Harvest[8] and Sickle: OAI-PMH for Humans[9].
   Also, a harvester for plain file downloading is offered due to the fact that some
libraries offer their data in CSV files. The Harvester module offers the option to be extended by other harvester types easily.

2. Metadata Extractor: the libraries offer their data in many formats and schemas hence some kind of mapping needs to be done. Because the Dublin Core Metadata Schema is a must-have for OAI-PMH APIs the toolbox brings a mapping for that by default as well as for the old but still widely used marcxml schema.

3. Linked Data Finder: within this module the extracted metadata is enriched with additional information which can come from any implemented source. By default, the mentioned ScholeXplorer[3] is used to enrich a literature publication which its data publications. But also any other source is conceivable here.

4. FAIR Meter: if datasets are found for a literature publication they are successively evaluated for their compliance with the FAIR principles using F-UJI[4] as a first approach. We employ the F-UJI docker container offered on GitHub[10] to set up a local F-UJI server.

5. Exporter: to ensure re-usability of the collected data we export all metadata harvested in the JSON format. The Exporter module offers standard output options like screen or file output and is easily extendable to other output targets like databases.

3 How can we engage communities? An interactive dashboard approach

The information collected is presented in an interactive dashboard. It allows to explore in which repositories Helmholtz researchers make their data publicly available, to engage Helmholtz communities, and to identify gaps towards improving the FAIRness of Helmholtz data.

3.1 HMC FAIR Data Dashboard Implementation


The data collected with the HMC Toolbox was stored in a database and delivered to the dashboard. All plots are interactive, allowing users to filter and focus on desired
issues. Additionally an option is offered to check the FAIR score of publications in the database.

Automated approaches are limited and depend heavily on the data quality of their sources. On the other hand, the goal is to improve data quality from the FAIR perspective in the research environment. This is a mutually reinforcing loop — as the state of data is publicly communicated by the dashboard, the data producers feel empowered to improve their data which improves the quality of the harvested data for the dashboard.

The used FAIR scoring method used by F-UJI is just one perspective on the FAIRness of data publications. Other methods need to be added to the FAIR meter and evaluate the data in different ways. Additionally counting data publications is also sensitive as it can be challenging to determine what counts as a data publication. Finally there is a lack of standardized (meta-)data quality, which can make it difficult to compare results across different sources.
4 Conclusions & Outlook

We are committed to improving the data-harvesting and dashboard approaches. As a first step, the code is publicly available (see data availability statement) so that other researchers and institutions can use and build upon it. More Helmholtz centers will be integrated in later updates. In addition, the modular approach allows for easy incorporation of other scoring metrics and harvesting options.

In conclusion, the presented approach represents an important step towards achieving a more FAIR data publishing environment in the Helmholtz research environments. By monitoring data publishing practices, and providing analyses of the data, HMC is working towards a FAIR data space in the Helmholtz Association.
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